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Abstract: In this modern developed society new inventions have become very common. Most of the new
products are based on some chemical formula. This chemical formula is the key for each product and every
concern maintains this secured. But due to modernization of communication, communicating these details
directly or indirectly becomes unavoidable. But the threats any user faces is growing exponentially. So secured
communication of these chemical formulas is an important problem. In this article we provide a method
encrypting any chemical formula using graph domination as the tool for encryption. Here every chemical
formula is converted into a binary string using graph domination and later encrypted using DNA steganography.
Keywords: Domination, domination subdivision stable, DNA sequence, binary encryption.

1. Introduction

The security of a system is essential nowadays. With the growth of the information technology power,
and with the emergence of new technologies, the number of threats a user is supposed to deal with grew
exponentially. Cryptography is where security engineering meets mathematics. It provides us with the tools that
underlie most modern security protocols. It is probably the key enabling technology for protecting distributed
systems, yet it is surprisingly hard to do right. Cryptography consists in processing plain information applying a
cipher and producing encoded output, meaningless to a third-party who does not know the key. In cryptography
both encryption and decryption phase are determined by one or more keys.

The periodic table of the chemical elements is a table that displays all known chemical elements in a
systematic way. The elements in the periodic table are ordered by their atomic number (Z) and are arranged
in periods (horizontal rows) and groups (vertical columns). The layout of the periodic table is designed to
illustrate periodic trends, similarities and differences in the properties of the elements. [ 4 ]

A chemical formula is a way of expressing information about the proportions of atoms that constitute a
particular chemical compound, using a single line of chemical element symbols, numbers, and sometimes also
other symbols, such as parentheses, dashes, brackets, and plus and minus signs. These are limited to a single
typographic line of symbols, which may include subscripts and superscripts. A chemical formula is not
a chemical name, and it contains no words. Although a chemical formula may imply certain simple chemical
structures, it is not the same as a full chemical structural formula. Chemical formulas are more limiting than
chemical names and structural formulas.[ 3 ]
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The relation between cryptography, chemistry and molecular biology was originally irrelevant, but with
the in-depth study of modern biotechnology and DNA computing, these two disciplines begin to work together
more closely. DNA cryptography and information science was born after research in the field of DNA
computing field by Adleman. In terms of hiding information, there are such results as “Hiding messages in
DNA microdots,” “Cryptography with DNA binary strands” and so on. In terms of DNA algorithms, there are
such results as “A DNA-based, bimolecular cryptography design,” “Public-key system using DNA as a one-way
function for key distribution,” “DNASC cryptography system” and so on. However, DNA cryptography is an
emerging area of cryptography and many studies are still at an early stage. [ 6 ]

In this paper we propose an encryption method of a binary string, using graph theory properties, as a false DNA
sequence.

2. Research On Dna Cryptography

2.1. DNA

DNA, the major support of genetic information (genetic blueprint) of any organism in the biosphere, is
composed of two long strands of nucleotides, each containing one of four bases (A – adenine, C – cytosine, G –
guanine, T – thymine), a deoxyribose sugar and a phosphate group. A DNA molecule has double-stranded
structure obtained by two single-stranded DNA chains, bonded together by hydrogen bonds: A = T double bond
and C ≡ G triple bond. The DNA strands that bond each other through A – T and C – G bonds are known as
complementary strands.

There is atmost no difference between a real DNA sequence and a faked one. A large number of DNA
sequence a publically available in various website.  A DNA sequence is usually long. For instance, the DNA
sequence of “Litmus”, its real length is with 2856 nucleotides long [ 7 ]

ATCGAATTCGCGCTGAGTCACAATTCGCGCTGAGTCACAATTCGCGCTGAGTCACAATTGTGACTC
AGCCGCGAATTCCTGCAGCCCCGAATTCCGCATTGCAGAGATAATTGTATTTAAGTGCCTAGATAC
AATAAACGCCATTTGACCATTCACCACATTGGTGTGCACCTCCAAGCTCGCGCACCGTACCGTCTC
GAGGAATTCCTGCAGGATATCTGGATCCACGAAGCTTCCCATGGTGACGTCAC.

2.2 Domination in Graph Theory

In this section the basic results of domination theory required for encryption of binary string into a DNA
sequence is provided.

Dominating Set

A set of vertices D in a graph G = ( V, E ) is a dominating set if every vertex of V – D is adjacent to
some vertex of D. If D has the smallest possible cardinality of any dominating set of G, then D is called a
minimum dominating set — abbreviated MDS. The cardinality of any MDS for G is called the domination
number of G and it is denoted by γ ( G ).

A vertex in V – D is k – dominated if it is dominated by at least k – vertices in D. The private
neighborhood of v  D is defined by pn[v, D] = N ( v ) – N ( D – {v}). Cn and Pn denotes the cycle with n
vertices. For general details on domination theory we refer to [ 1 ].
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Fig. 2

In Fig. 2, G is a graph and D = { 1, 4} is a MDS for G. Here pn[ 1, D ] = { 6, 7, 2 },  pn[ 4, D ] = 3. Vertex 5 is 2
– dominated by 1 and 4.

Subdivision Graph

A subdivision of a graph G is a graph resulting from the subdivision of edges in G. The subdivision of
some edge e with endpoints { u, v } yields a graph containing one new vertex w, and with an edge set replacing
e by two new edges, { u, w } and { w, v }. We shall denote the graph obtained by subdividing any edge uv of a
graph G, by Gsduv. Let w be a vertex introduced by subdividing uv. We shall denote this by Gsduv =  w.

In [ 5 ], M. Yamuna and K. Karthika have introduced the concept of domination subdivision stable
graph.

Domination Subdivision Stable Graphs

A graph G is said to be domination subdivision stable ( DSS ), if the  - value of G does not change by
subdividing any edge of G, that is  ( G ) =  ( Gsd uv ), for all u, v  V ( G ), u adjacent to v.

In this paper in all the graphs

- Represent vertex that belongs to a γ – set D.

- Represent vertex that does not belong to the γ – set D.

Fig. 3

In Fig. 3,  ( G ) = ( Gsduv ) = 2. This is true for all u, v  V ( G ), u adjacent to v. G is DSS graph.

In [ 5 ] they have proved the following result,

R1. A graph G is DSS if and only if for every u, v V ( G ), either there is a γ - set containing u and v or there is
a γ - set D such that either

i. pn[ u, D ] = { v } or

ii. v is 2 – dominated.
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We use C1, C2, C3 to represent these three properties. Let G be a graph and D be any  - set for G. For any
U, V  V ( G ) [ Here after we shall use upper case letters to represent vertices ], U adjacent to V let

C1:  U, V  D.

C2:  If U  D, then pn[ U, D ] = { v }.

C3:  If U  D, then V is 2 – dominated.

Property of DSS graph

1. If C1 is satisfied, then D itself is a  - set for GsdUV also. Also U, V dominates W.

2. If C2 is satisfied, then D – { U }  { W } is a  - set for GsdUV.

3. If C3 is satisfied, then D itself is a  - set for GsdUV also. U dominates W here.

2.3 Edge Values For Binary Encryption

We basically use the idea that for any vertex in the MDS, we assign value 1 and for any vertex not in
the MDS, we assign a value 0. Here we use the graphs P1 to P4 and properties of C1, C2 and C3.

Case 1

C1 is satisfied, that is if a graph G has an edge UV, where U, V belongs to a MDS.

Then we know that γ ( G sd UV ) = γ ( G ). When we subdivide an edge UV, we get

 Note that U, V dominates W. Here U  D, W  D with respect to an edge UW. Similarly W  D, V  D with
respect to an edge WV. So, we assign the edge value of UV as 1001.

Case 2

C2 is satisfied, that is if there is a graph G has an edge UV, if U belongs to a MDS and pn[ U, D ] = { V }.

Then we know that γ ( G sd UV ) = γ ( G ) = D – { U }  { W } . When we subdivide an edge UV, we get

Note that now W dominates U and V. Here U  D, W  D with respect to an edge UW. Similarly W  D, V 
D with respect to an edge WV. So, we assign the edge value of  UV as 0110.
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Case 3

C3 is satisfied, that is there is a graph G that has an edge UV, U belongs to a MDS D and V is 2 - dominated.

Then we know that γ ( G sd UV ) = γ ( G ). When we subdivide an edge UV, we get

Note that here W is dominated by U. Here U  D, W  D with respect to an edge UW. Similarly W  D, V  D
with respect to an edge WV. So, we assign the edge value of UV as 1000.

2.4 Proposed Encryption Scheme

We use result R1 for converting a binary string as a DNA strand. Since a DNA strand has only the four
combinations A, T, G, C, we choose graphs with four vertices which are DSS. The only possible DSS graphs
with four vertices are P4 and C4. We can choose any graph for encryption. We shall use P4. We label the vertices
of P4 as A, T, G, C.

The possible γ – sets are { A, G }, { A, C }, { T, C } and { T, G }. As we discussed earlier, we can define the
edge value for γ – sets.

S1. A, G  D

Here pn [ G, D ] = { C }, that is C2 is satisfied.  Also T is 2 - dominated, that is C3 is satisfied. So we assign the
following edge values as discussed in section 2.4.

AT, GT: 1000

TA, TG: 0001

GC, CG: 0110

AC: 10

CA: 01

AA, GG, AG, GA: 11

TT, CC, TC, CT: 00

S2.  A, C  D
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Here pn [ A, D ] = { T }, pn [ C, D ] = { G }, that is C2 is satisfied. So we assign the following edge values.

AT, TA, GC, CG: 0110

AG, CT: 10

GA, TC: 01

AA, CC, AC, CA: 11

TT, GG, TG, GT: 00

S3.  T, C  D

Here pn [ T, D ] = { A }, which implies C2 is satisfied, G is 2 – dominated, that is C3 is satisfied. So we assign
the following edge values.

AT, TA: 0110

TG, CG: 1000

GT, GC: 0001

CA: 10

AC: 01

TT, CC, TC, CT: 11

AA, GG, AG, GA: 00

S4.  T, G  D

T, G  D, which implies that C1 is satisfied, pn [ T, D ] = { A }, pn [ G, D ] = { C }, that C2 is satisfied. So we
assign the following edge values.

AT, TA, GC, CG: 0110

TG, GT: 1001

GA, TC: 10

AG, CT: 01

GG, TT: 11

AA, CC, AC, CA: 00
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Method 1:  Basic Method [ Encryption As DNA]

Encryption Algorithm

Step 1. Consider the compound to be encoded and let S be its corresponding chemical formula.

Step 2. Using periodic table replace chemical elements by its corresponding atomic number S'.

      Step 3. Determine the largest decimal value in S' ( say k).

      Step 4. Convert decimal value S' into a binary number of length m, to obtain a

    binary sequence S''.

Step 5. If S'' is of odd length suffix 0 to S''.

Step 6. Choose any one graph from S1 to S4.

Step 7. Divide S'' into segments, where each segment contains k – bits, k = 2 or 4.

Step 8. Replace the segments based on the choice of the graph to obtain a sequence S''' ( false DNA
sequence ).

Step 9. Send the sequence Siv = < X > < Y > < S''' > to the receiver,

where X represents the  - set and hence one of the graphs S1, S2, S3, S4 used for encryption

S''' is the false DNA sequence obtained.

By reversing the procedure we can decrypt the DNA sequence into its corresponding chemical formula.

Example

If we want to encode the chemical formula of Caffeine, then consider a chemical formula of CAFFEINE and
label it as S, that is S: C8H10N4O2.

By using periodic table [by table - 1], replace each chemical element into atomic number to generate

S':  6 8 1 10 7 4 8 2

Replace each decimal value into binary representation.

The largest decimal value in S' is 10, so the length of binary string for each decimal is 4. Hence from S' we get
the binary string 0110 1000 0001 1010 0111 0100 1000 0010

Concatenating the above string we get S'': 01101000000110100111010010000010 to be encoded. The length of
the string is 36. Splitting this into two bit strings we get

01 10 10 00 00 01 10 10  01 11 01 00 10 00 00 10
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Suppose we prefer to choose S3, then the given string can be replaced by

AC CA CA AG AA AC CA CA AC CT AC GG CA AG GA CA

 if we decide to use encoding as strings of size two only.

Suppose we prefer to use strings of length four also ( if length four is not represent in S3, then consider
length two. So, the string will be the combination of length 4 and 2), then the given strings can also be
represented as

AT TG GT CA CA AC TT AC AG CA GA AG CA

The given string will be encrypted as

TCGCACCACAAGAAACCACAACCTACGGCAAGGACA  or as

TCGCATTGGTCACAACTTACAGCAGAAGCA.

   where, the first two entry TC represents S3 and third fourth entry GC represents that string is of even length.
These are two possible sequence among numerous different

combinations available for encrypting the message.

Suppose the message received is

TGGCATAAGGCCAGCTTTCTGGACCTGACCACGA

The first two entries TG indicates that the graph under consideration for encryption is

The third fourth entry GC indicates that the string is of even size. Splitting the message for decoding we get

AT AA GG CC AG CT TT CT GG AC CT GA CC AC GA

Using the string values from S4, we get

0110  00 11 00 01 01 11 01 11 00 01 10 00 00 10.

 Splitting the binary string of length four.

0110  0011 0001 0111 0111 0001 1000 0010

Replace the binary string into decimal values

6 3 1 7 7 1 8 2.

Replace the alternate decimals by their corresponding chemical element from the periodic table we get the
formula C3H7NO2, which is the chemical formula for the amino acid ALANINE.

Method 2 [ Encryption As DNA Using Insertion Method ]

Chose a random DNA sequence. The DNA sequence obtained by method – 1 can be inserted into this sequence
using the insertion method [ 2 ].
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Encryption Algorithm

Step 1.  Consider a DNA sequence M.

Step 2. Divide M into segments, whereby each segment contains r – bits.

Step 3. Insert bits from Siv one at a time, into the beginning of segment of M, to generate a fake DNA
sequence Sv.

Step 4. Send Sv to the receiver.

Example

Consider a random DNA sequence

M : ATGATAGATCGGTAGCGTAGCGTAGGTACAGTGTACGCGTAGCGTAGGTACAGTGTAGCG.

Splitting this M into two bit strings we get,

AT GA TA GA TC GG TA GC GT AG CG TA GG TA CA GT GT AC GC GT AG CG TA GG TA CA GT
GT AG CG.

Consider a chemical formula of caffeine S:  C8H10N4O2 to be encoded.

By using method - 1we get

Siv : TCGCATTGGTCACAACTTACAGCAGAAGCA.

Insert bits from Siv one at a time, into the beginning of segment of M, to generate a fake DNA sequence  ATT
GAC TAG GAC TCA GGT TAT GCG GTG AGT CGC TAA GGC TAA CAA GTC GTT ACT GCA GTC
AGA CGG TAC GGA TAG CAA GTA GTG AGC CGA.

We can send Sv: ATTGACTAGGACTCAGGTTATGCGGTGAGTCGCTAAGGCT

AACAAGTCGTTACTGCAGTCAGACGGTACGGATAGCAAGTAGTGAGCCGA

Suppose the message received is

Sv: GCTCTGCTGATCTTAAATTATAGGGTATGAACAATTTACCCCAGTGCC

CTATGACGATGGTGCCGA.

Splitting the message for decoding we get

GCT CTG CTG ATC TTA AAT TAT AGG GTA TGA ACA ATT TAC CCC AGT GCC CTA TGA CGA
TGG TGC CGA

From the above bits, we can get Siv: TGGCATTGAAATCCTCAAAGCA

Again by applying method – 1, we can encode the above DNA segment. From this we can obtain the original
chemical formula for the amino acid ALANINE.

Remark

P4 and C4 are the only graphs that are domination subdivision stable with four vertices. C4 can also be used
for encryption by assigning edge values as discussed in the case of P4.
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Table: 1

3. Conclusion

Any chemical formula can be encrypted as a DNA sequence. This when available in public domain looks like
one among the hundreds of fake DNA strands and it is difficult to identify that a chemical formula is been
encrypted. A binary string of any length can be encoded using this technique. So any formula of any length can
be encoded. Even combined chemical formulas can be encrypted using this method. Moreover graph properties
are used for encryption and hence even if one knows that a DNA strand has been used for encrypting breaking
the code is not possible unless the property is known. Four different  - sets provides us more secured
encryption as decoding would be possible only if the graph and its  - set is known. Also together with the six
cycles totally ten graphs can be used for encryption. So the proposed method is safe for encryption of any
formula.
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